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Introduction
TWM Solicitors is one of the largest and longest-established law firms in the South East. We have an excellent office network with offices across
Surrey and London.
Training is how we get better. Asking questions is how we learn. A good business thrives on developing its staff. So at the core of our service to our clients
is the extension of our own knowledge base to them. We look to share our know-how with our lenders - sales and underwriting teams - as well as their
intermediary partners and borrower clients. As a full service law firm, we can also ensure our training is not blinkered but tailored and adaptable.

How we can help you
At TWM Solicitors, we can provide bespoke training on any legal topic in the lending sector - and we can tailor it to suit the audience. This can
be internal specialist work, or broad summaries for external presentations to key partners and clients. We deliver this in person or we now have
a formal GoToTraining service which allows us to provide online webinars to suit you and your audience. This also enables us to create regular
training schedules across the year - supplemented by face-to-face presentations for key events.
We have a dedicated team of experts who can advise you on all aspects of lending. We would be pleased to assist and discuss your requirements
without obligation. For further information, please contact Julian Sampson or Charlotte Taylor in our Guildford office.

Julian Sampson
Partner and Head of Lending
Direct: 01483 752734
Email: julian.sampson@twmsolicitors.com

Charlotte Taylor
Associate in Lending
Direct: 01483 752862
Email: charlotte.taylor@twmsolicitors.com
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About the way we work
We wish to extend our Lending Training Services to you free of charge, with our fees arising on transactional or advisory in the normal way. We
simply ask that you consider us for your specialist and complex cases.
In order to proceed, we will need the details of a key relationship partner who will be set up to receive and administer your company’s training
access, as with whom we can set up a schedule for the year.

Our Lending service
Lending training services is one of the many exciting services we are
able to offer our lender, borrower and intermediary clients.
Our services include:
• Broker 20

• Asset Management • Loan Management

• Lending Training Services • Property Portfolios

• Lending Digitally

• Lending Team

• Lending Services:
Direct, Pension and
Private Lending

• Lending Services

Please visit our Lending Hub to download, or contact our lending leads,
Julian Sampson or Charlotte Taylor for further information.
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Our expertise
Julian is a Partner and Head of TWM’s Lending team. Julian represents national and global lenders and
servicers, onshore/offshore funds and RMBS/CMBS buyers, including regulated and non-regulated,
consumer credit, bridging, development and asset lenders. Julian also acts for borrowers in portfolio
restructures, or complex acquisitions or refinances. Julian has acted on several term lender launches
including Pepper Money, Axis Bank and Keystone, as well as short term finance entries from Borro to SDKA.
His institutional clients include leading warehouse line providers such as Toorak Capital.
Julian has represented lenders in possession, receivership and security challenges and in the leading case
on the use of electronic signatures in consumer credit agreements. He leads the digital strategy for the
team including advice, white paper structuring and piloting of digital mortgage lending, blockchain and electronic mortgage
registration systems (MERS).
Charlotte is an Associate in the Lending team. Charlotte has supported the launch of multiple lender
clients and is responsible for a diverse range of lending transactions, from buy-to-let to specialist bridging,
development and asset finance.
A strong technician, Charlotte’s analytical skills work well for our short term lending clients who require
bespoke drafting. Charlotte is also driving the department’s work in loan management and has worked on
the launch of one of the UK’s first private shared ownership providers.

What our clients say about us:
“I have just completed a remortgage from a Bridging loan with TWM. Time was of the essence in this case, and I didn’t
give them very much as I had been away on holiday. Despite that, Julian Sampson pulled out all the stops to make sure I
completed in 10 days. I am extremely grateful for the effort that went into achieving this.”
Ms A, Lending client. January 2020
“Just completed a complex specialised BTL for limited companies with TWM. In Covid times where everything slowed
down considerably the team was always responsive (emails answered in less than an hour), very efficient (requests only
asked once) very professional (one list with all outstanding items at the outset without keep asking for more documents
over time) and we got everything right first time. Many thanks to Julian and the team that helped (Will, Shama and
Sophie) and I have to say, loooking forward to working with you guys again!”
Mr G, Lending client. May 2020
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Follow us:

@twmsolicitors

